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Overview

Share approaches to reaching diverse audiences in your community and 
ensuring equitable access

Participants:

• Hadiyah Cleveland, Pennsylvania

• Jaime Ball, Arizona

• Tami Lee, Minnesota

• Ramonita Lopez, Puerto Rico
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Pennsylvania hyperlink to PAs LSTA websiteHadiyah Cleveland hyperlink to email for questions, comments, and concerns

http://www.statelibrary.pa.gov/LSTA
mailto:hcleveland@pa.gov?subject=Reaching%20Diverse%20Audiences




First

Agreed upon mission

First

Continuous 
engagement 

internally and 
externally

First

Equitable Access for 
Pennsylvanians’
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Presentation Notes
The PDE Building Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging in the Neighborhood Roadmap educates and provides comprehensive guidance and a structure for creating positive, mentally, emotionally, physically safe, inclusive environments, and systems of support for Pennsylvania learners (PK-20+), families, educators, and partners. It presents a path forward, meeting its users where they are, in supporting individuals, teams, organizations, and communities to move forward with the tools and resources (e.g., sustained practices, procedures, and policies) that will allow every learner to thrive. We acknowledge this is nota step-by-step process, but rather a purposeful journey allowing users to design processes towards building the "more perfect union" envisioned at the founding of our country—the creation of a safe educational community where every learner (from birth on) and their respective ecosystems of family, community, and global citizenship are honored, valued, accepted for who they are, treated with dignity and worth, and belongs.





Connecting the Dots
Equitable Funding

• LSTA, Public Library Subsidy, Keystone Grant Program, Library Access, 
LBPH

Quality Content “Mirrors, Windows, and Sliding Glass Doors”

• POWER Library, Library of Accessible Media for Pennsylvanians, 
Interlibrary Delivery Service, State Library, Video Games Club of America

https://powerlibrary.org/
http://idspa.org/
https://www.statelibrary.pa.gov/About/Pages/Events.aspx
https://www.vgcusa.org/about


Connecting the Dots
Family Engagement

• Pennsylvania Summer Library Program, State Library STEMlab and STEAM Initiatives, 
Family Place, Play and Grow, Pennsylvania One Book, Teen Reading Lounge, Cruise 
Into Kindergarten

Equitable and Inclusive Policies and Decisions

• Statewide Library Leadership, Governor’s Advisory Council Guidelines, Library 
Development, Funding Guidelines

Support for Individuals Advancing Equity, Belonging, and Inclusion

• Including You, Professional Development, New Director Orientation, PA Library Staff 
Academy, PA Forward, Project READY, Teen Reading Lounge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project READY: Reimagining Equity and Access for Diverse Youth is a free, online professional development tool for school and public librarians and library staff who serve youth to improve their knowledge about race and racism, racial equity, and culturally sustaining pedagogy.  The curriculum, made freely available through an IMLS-funded project of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, focuses on improving relationships with, services to, and resources for youth of Color and Native youth.  The Office of Commonwealth Libraries is committed to promoting and supporting diversity, equity, belonging, and inclusion in libraries.�The Project READY curriculum addresses this gap in existing professional development opportunities for youth services library staff. The curriculum aims to do the following:�introduce youth services library staff to research in areas such as race and racism, critical theory, and culturally responsive or sustaining pedagogy.establish a shared understanding of foundational concepts and issues related to race, racism, and racial equity.encourage self-reflection related to race and racial identity for both White and BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) library staff in public and school libraries.amplify the work of practitioners and scholars who are providing inclusive and culturally responsive services for youth of color and Indigenous youth.provide concrete strategies for creating and/or improving library programs and services for Black youth, Indigenous youth, and children and teens of color.�This Pennsylvania-focused project aims to recruit 15-20 school and public youth services librarians who reflect and represent their communities and school districts.  A diverse group of participants who are committed to equity, belonging, and inclusion will journey through the Project READY curriculum via community of practice calls and opportunities for individual and personal work.  This training will be a combination of virtual, asynchronous, and in-person learning guided by expert facilitators.  Participation in the Project READY pilot requires a commitment of three years.  You will spend two years as a member of the pilot cohort and at least one year serving as a trainer (leader) for a Project READY cohort made up of library staff across the state.

https://www.familyplacelibraries.org/
https://paonebook.powerlibrary.org/
https://cruiselibraries.powerlibrary.org/
https://my.nicheacademy.com/paocl-staff/
https://paforward.org/
https://pahumanities.org/initiative/teen-reading-lounge/
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Presentation Notes
Specific/Strategic:  For the project team to achieve a goal, stakeholders must be very clear about what they want.  It reflects an important dimension of what your organization seeks to accomplish (programmatic or capacity-building priorities).						Measurable:  It includes standards by which reasonable people can agree on whether the goal has been met (by numbers or defined qualities).   						Agreed Upon:  All team members and stakeholders must agree on the goal.						Relevant/Realistic:  The goal must be relevant to the business purpose.  It’s not so challenging as to indicate lack of thought about resources or execution; possible to track and worth the time and energy to do so.						Timed:  It includes a clear deadline.  For a project to be considered a project, it must have a specific start and end date.						Inclusive:  It brings traditionally marginalized people—particularly those most impacted—into processes, activities, and decision/policymaking in a way that shares power.						Equitable:  It includes an element of fairness or justice that seeks to address systemic injustice, inequity, or oppression.					



Focuses on 
• supporting historically 

marginalized populations
• developing leadership skills 

that can be used to 
positively affect the 
communities in which 
participants live. 
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Presentation Notes
Rural library in Northeast PA with not a lot of racial/ethnic diversity on paper.Census data for Sayre shows that the borough is 95.4% white, 1.2% Asian, 0.7% black/African American, and 0.3% Hispanic/Latino. Located one block from a major hospital that has been recruiting and employing medical professionals from a broad international base including Nigeria, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Iran. Since 2019, have hosted a Teen Reading Lounge program for teens aged 12-18. Teens read young adult literature on socially relevant topics and discuss thoughts on the content of the books and parallels to their own lives.

https://pahumanities.org/initiative/teen-reading-lounge/


A workshop series that prepares participants to address situations that 
challenge libraries’ ability to provide inclusive and equitable service to their 

communities.

• Internal challenges (ex. colleague to colleague)
• External challenges (ex. staff to patron/user)
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Practicing management of implicit biasesPracticing apologiesPracticing how to manage discomfort with difficult conversationsPracticing responses to address microaggressionsAs a bystanderAs the recipient of a microaggressionUnderstanding the impacts of microaggressionsReflecting on real life experiences and on organizational policiesDeveloping strategies for personal and organizational development
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via NICHE Academy (learning pathway)Electronic workbook



IMLS Questions
Pilot 

1 
Pilot 

2  
*Score 

difference 

Overall, I learned something from the series 5.8 6.67 0.87

I feel more confident about what I learned in 
this series

5.6 6.5 0.9

I intent to apply what I learned in this series 5.6 6.5 0.9

Applying what I learned will help improve 
library services to the public

5.6 6.5 0.9

1 = Strongly Disagree
7 = Strongly Agree

*Score difference notes improvement from 
Pilot 1 to Pilot 2



Arizona State Library 
Resources for 
Tribal Libraries

Jaime Ball
Library Development Administrator

16
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Consulting & Relationship Building (1)

17

•There are still bridges to be built with Arizona’s tribal 
communities. 

•Developing trusting relationships with tribal 
governments is a key step in helping to improve and 
support library services in these communities. 

•It is incumbent upon those who work with tribal 
libraries to become knowledgeable about the history 
and events that have shaped these communities. 



Consulting & Relationship Building (2)

18

•When working with tribal communities, patience, 
persistence and the ability to respect the unique 
cultures and workflows is necessary when serving 
tribal libraries.

•Open communication goes beyond an email, text, 
phone call, or video conference. Face-to-face 
conversations, however short, can be significantly 
more impactful than the preceding combined.



Subgrants

•General and Express
•WiFi Hotspot Lending
•Spotlight: Higher Ed 
on the Go at the 
Ak-Chin Indian 
Community Library

19



Digital Inclusion Projects

•Digitization kits
•Hopi Digitization Week
•Internship

20



Database Training

21



Books for Tribal Libraries

•Accounts are set up for 
each tribal library. 

•Tribal library staff purchase 
books from the vendor. 

•Books are drop-shipped to 
the tribal libraries and the 
State Library is invoiced.

•Offering ebooks this year.

22



Questions?

Email:  jball@azlibrary.gov

All images in this presentation from 
Microsoft Office. 



Minnesota BIPOC Advisory Committee and Summit

Tamara Lee| Director of State Library Services and Expanded Learning



Ten Minnesota Commitments to Equity

1. Prioritize equity. 

2. Start from within. 

3. Measure what matters. 

4. Go local. 

5. Follow the money. 

6. Start early. 

7. Monitor implementation of standards. 

8. Value people. 

9. Improve conditions for learning. 

10. Give students options. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: If you are highlighting a specific item, select the list and change the color to Minnesota green. Then select the items you want to highlight and change the color back to white and bold. 



Equity Needs Minnesota-Minnesota Needs Equity

• Populations of People of Color have 
increased faster in Minnesota than the rest 
of the nation since 2010.

• 1% of Minnesota’s population is Indigenous
• 10 percent of Minnesota residents are 

immigrants
• 7 percent of residents are native-born U.S. 

citizens with at least one immigrant parent.
• As of 2017, St. Paul Public School families 

spoke 128 different languages at home.

Native American population - Cultural communities - Minnesota Compass (mncompass.org)

Immigrants in Minnesota | American Immigration Council

7/7/2022 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 26

MINNESOTA: 2020 Census

https://www.mncompass.org/topics/demographics/cultural-communities/native-american
https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/immigrants-in-minnesota
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/state-by-state/minnesota-population-change-between-census-decade.html


Racial Equity Alignments and Activities

• Goal A: Library services and policies 
promote barrier-free access 

• Goal B: Libraries contribute to the 
World’s Best Workforce 

• Goal C: Libraries respond to diverse 
community needs 

• C2: Integrate Equity 

• C3: Promoting Equity through Grant 
Making

• Eliminate ways existing operations 
reflect and perpetuate institutional 
and structural racism

• Promote equity through grant making

• Staff training

• Assessment of programs and services 
at all levels

• Develop in-state equity cohorts

27Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov7/7/2022



The Process

• How we got there

• What we considered in the process

• Lessons learned

• Opportunities and Challenges

28Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov7/7/2022



BIPOC Advisory Group

• Planning and SLS staff commitments

• Listening sessions

• Call for committee members 

• First advisory group formed

• Scheduling

• Group commitments and norms

• Compensation

• Vetting vs co-creating vs creating

• Group focus

29Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov7/7/2022



BIPOC Summit

7/7/2022 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 30

• Purpose

• Goals

• Format

• Preferred outcomes



    

Friday, May 13, 
2022 

82 Registrations

63 Full-day attendees

32 Surveys completed

31Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov7/7/2022



Thank you!

Tamara Lee

Tamara.lee@state.mn.us

851-582-8311

7/7/2022 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 32

mailto:Tamara.lee@state.mn.us


Ramonita Lopez, Assistant Director
Fiscal Administration Area
Office of Federal Affairs-PRDE
June 23, 2022

Puerto Rico Department of Education



Hector Reillo
Operations Manager
Library and Information Services 
Program

Puerto Rico Department of Education



Library Information Services Program of Puerto 
Rico

The Library and Information Services Program (LISP) of the
Puerto Rico Department of Education (PRDE) provides
leadership and support to Puerto Rico’s libraries to assist
them in satisfying the information needs of its residents by
offering programs, services and promoting the love of
reading and life-long learning, regardless of age, location,
social or physical condition.

The LISP Vision :
“The LISP in a medullary element that aspires to create 

learning communities to strengthen a democratic society”. 

The LISP Mission: 
“to contribute to the development of life-long learners by 

promoting in students the use of information and ideas, 
considering the ethical values of our society”. 

Puerto Rico Department of Education



Background of the Needs Assessment (1)
The specific needs for the library services are identified in the Five-Year Plan, a result of
an analysis of various sources:

1. The first one is the Five-Year Plan Evaluation Report that identifies the State's top
needs.

2. The second one is the Needs Assessment Survey, which took place on May 2022.
3. Most of the needs considered are taken from the Evaluation Report and the Survey,

however there are additional sources that are taken into consideration, such as the:

• Discussions and conclusions from the Stakeholders (“Grupos de Interés”),
• School library coordinators,
• IMLS focal areas to help describe the impact of library services,
• Telephone and personal interviews to the school community, and
• Feedback from the site visits.

Puerto Rico Department of Education



Background of the Needs Assessment (2)

During these meetings and activities, the goals and objectives of the
LSTA and the results from the preliminary Needs Assessment Survey
are presented and discussed. After that, the Needs Assessment
Survey is completed.

Finally, a special committee of PRDE employees is created to discuss,
evaluate, and summarize the findings that will be addressed in the
Five-Year Plan and meet the needs of the libraries in Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico Department of Education



State Specific Needs (1)

Improve learning and access information and
educational updated resources in a variety of
formats.

Puerto Rico Department of Education

School libraries must continue to help improve 
and enrich the academic performance and 
reading skills of Puerto Rico’s public-school 
students.

Libraries in Puerto Rico have a critical need to
keep up with technology and offer virtual
services for users.

01

02

03



State Specific Needs (2)
Most residents of Puerto Rico do not possess
technological skills, or not have access to
the technological resources that would
enable them to have access to reliable
information.

A high percentage of citizens need to be
aware of library services available in their
communities specially individuals with
disabilities and senior citizens.

Puerto Rico Department of Education

06

05

04

There is a need to enhance the skills of the
library staff in all types of libraries, increase
their leadership skills and advance the
delivery of library services.



 

GOAL 01

Provide virtual library services to residents 
of Puerto Rico for the improvement of 
learning and access to information and 
educational updated resources in a variety 
of formats, providing special attention to 
databases, in all types of libraries, for 
individuals of all ages, in order to support 
individual needs such as the improvement 
of the academic performance of Puerto 
Rico’s public-school students, lifelong 
learning, workforce development, and 
digital literacy skills.

GOAL 02

Provide, support, improve and expand 
library programs and services to the 
people of Puerto Rico that belong to 
diverse geographic, cultural, 
socioeconomic backgrounds, including 
senior citizens, persons with disabilities 
and to individuals with limited literacy 
and information skills.

GOAL 03

Provide training and professional 
development, including continuing
education to enhance the skills of the 
current library workforce and leadership, 
and advance the delivery of library and 
information services, providing special 
attention to the development of libraries 
as tools to reduce inequality in the access 
to information and digital divide

Puerto Rico Department of Education



LISP GOAL 01 Special Projects
IMLS-LSTA Funds Ta-Tum Digital Platform

Puerto Rico Department of Education



LISP GOAL 01 Special Projects

Proyecto “Llevando la biblioteca a mi hogar”
(Taking Home The Library)

In August 2021, the LISP initiated the project
“Llevando la Biblioteca a Mi hogar”/“Taking the
Library Home” with the digital online platform Ta-
Tum/Edelvives,Co.(https://ta-
tum.com.pr/?msclkid=08bd7a17a58711ecae351d16d4
0e9b66#welcome). This is a “virtual literary
gamified digital platform with interactive Spanish
books for elementary through high school. During
the first phase, 471 schools, and 18,840 students
were provided access the Ta-tum virtual library,
and “be part of a schools for detectives, where
every book is a case to be solved” (Ta-Tum App).

Puerto Rico Department of Education

https://ta-tum.com.pr/?msclkid=08bd7a17a58711ecae351d16d40e9b66#welcome


GOAL 01 Special Projects
IMLS-LSTA Funds Ta-Tum App

Puerto Rico Department of Education



LISP GOAL 01 Special Projects
IMLS-LSTA Ta-Tum App in Action

Evelis Carrasquillo
Library Teacher 
Regino Vega Martínez  Elementary School

Puerto Rico Department of Education



LISP GOAL 02 Special Projects (1)

Ensuring approach access for Individuals with
Disabilities, in this case child with autism

Puerto Rico Department of Education



LISP GOAL 02 Special Projects (2)
This School Library awarded for acquisition of
special equipment to approach special
education, blind students.

Smart Interactive Screen 
Promethean

Braille Typewriter

Puerto Rico Department of Education



¿PREGUNTAS?
QUESTIONS?



IMLS Efforts

Consistent with EO 14035, “Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility (DEIA) in the Federal 
Workforce,” IMLS embraces the following definitions to inform its DEIA work: 

• Diversity means “the practice of including the many communities, identities, races, ethnicities, 
backgrounds, abilities, cultures, and beliefs of the American people, including underserved 
communities.” 

• Equity means “the consistent and systematic fair, just, and impartial treatment of all individuals, 
including individuals who belong to underserved communities that have been denied such 
treatment.” 

• Inclusion means “the recognition, appreciation, and use of the talents and skills of employees 
of all backgrounds.” 

• Accessibility means “the design, construction, development, and maintenance of facilities, 
information and communication technology, programs, and services so that all people, including 
people with disabilities, can fully and independently use them.” 

• Underserved Communities means “populations sharing a particular characteristic, as well as 
geographic communities, who have been systematically denied a full opportunity to participate 
in aspects of economic, social, and civic life.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMLS is not excluded from these efforts so we want to describe our journey as well.An Executive order was put out to establish a coordinated Government-wide initiative to promote diversity and inclusion in the Federal workforce and expand its scope to include equity and accessibility. Government-wide definitions and a Government wide Plan: https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/diversity-and-inclusion/reference-materials/diversity-equity-inclusion-accessibility-in-the-federal-workforce.pdfRead the definitionsAs a Federal Agency, we’ve been working on efforts that are both designated by the federal government and internally to our needs as a workplace. As you may also feel, there are many administrative layers, and we are very much learning of how we as an agency have contributed to systematic inequities and how we can do better



2021 Internal Equity Assessment

High-level findings:  

• Staff reported that IMLS has limited capacity to conduct outreach and provide 
technical assistance. When grantees and applicants do receive such outreach 
and assistance, their feedback has high value. 

• There is a need to collect better data about IMLS and its equity efforts, in 
particular equity data about the institutions that do not (and perhaps cannot) 
apply for grants, the barriers to applying, and, as a result, the potential 
populations being underserved by Federal funding.

• There is a high need to see these populations represented within the 
organizational structures of libraries and museums through intentional training 
and hiring of employees who represent the populations they serve.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of that Executive order was to do an equity assessment. Are we providing equal access in our grantmaking? In the summer and fall of 2021, IMLS hosted interviews with each of its offices to better understand staff perceptions of equity barriers within our operations and grantmaking activities. All staff members were invited to provide input into key questions related to their perceptions of equity within agency activities such as outreach, communications, technical assistance, and process. The exercise provided valuable information and staff were very forthcoming with their insights.



Equity Action Plan

President’s Executive Order 13985, “Advancing Racial Equity and Support for 
Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government” 

Agency Equity Action Plan, released April 2022

1. Data Collection for Equity-based Grantmaking

2. Field Engagement and Technical Assistance

3. Diversifying the Museum and Library Professions

4. Equity and Civil Rights: Resource Center Infrastructure, Engagement 
Officer, and Capacity Building

5. Contracting and Procurement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 2 6, 2021, the Biden Administration released Executive Order 13985, “Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government” adopting a whole-of-Government approach toward advancing equity, civil rights, racial justice, and equal opportunity – this will prioritize and identify funding and actions needed to recognize and redress inequities in, and proactively advance equity through, Federal systems, policies, programs, and processes..  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/This Equity Action Plan is really about the work we do. We have five main areas that we will focus on, and they are:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/
https://assets.performance.gov/cx/equity-action-plans/2022/EO%2013985_IMLS_Equity%20Action%20Plan_2022.pdf


DEIA in the IMLS Strategic Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sure all of you have read the strategic plan! This came out earlier this year, Under Goal 4: Demonstrate Excellence in Public Servicehttps://www.imls.gov/sites/default/files/2022-02/imls-strategic-plan-2022-2026.pdf 



DEIA Working Group and Strategic Plan

• Develop a DEIA Strategic Plan for 2022-2026
• Vision: Empower our workplace to be innovative, creative, collaborative, and 

productive, while emphasizing our shared respect for, and the value of, 
difference. 

• Mission: Embrace Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility as core values by 
fostering a culture that respects and engages each person’s unique 
perspectives, talents, and skills. 

• Coordinating with the Office of Personnel Management 
and Office of Management and Budget on Final Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we also want to focus on improving DEIA within our agency, as a place or work. IMLS put together an Agency Wide DEIA working group to develop how we want to incorporate this ethos into internal administration. This will be a public document, and it currently being reviewed by OMB to finalize. The vision and mission are:



Final Questions?

Hadiyah Cleveland, Education
Administration Specialist
Office of Commonwealth Libraries
hcleveland@pa.gov

Jaime Ball, Library Development
Administrator
State Library of Arizona
jball@azlibrary.gov

Tami Lee, Director of Library Services
Tamara.lee@state.mn.us
Minnesota Dept of Education

Ramonita Lopez, Auxiliar Director
Puerto Rico Department of Education
Lopez_R@de.pr.gov

mailto:hcleveland@pa.gov
mailto:jball@azlibrary.gov
mailto:Tamara.lee@state.mn.us
mailto:Lopez_R@de.pr.gov


Exercise

We acknowledge this works differently in every state.
• Line up according to who has more state 

parameters in place for DEIA.
• This is voluntary, and you can opt out of 

participating if you would not like to share this 
information.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will stop recording, and the camera will be around the room to show the virtual participants. 10 minutes
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